We use the coherent state approximation for the skyrmion in the isotropic quantum Heisenberg ferromagnet to obtain analytical expression for skyrmion hopping integral as a function of distance. It appears the skyrmion hopping is restricted by distances larger than its effective diameter. Some puzzling properties of the orbital skyrmionic modes are discussed. Spin distribution in these states is obtained and effect of quantum spin contraction is demonstrated. The principal possibility of lowering the skyrmion energy due to a bonding-like state formation is illustrated.
Introduction
Translational motion of the 2D topological excitations, considered as a particle-like object, is a problem of enhanced importance both in theoretical and practical sense. Classical approach implies making use of phenomenological equations of motion. A variational approach is one of the most attractive methods to study an appropriate quantum problem. The variational wave function of collective motions, like translations, rotations and oscillations, was initially proposed by Hill and Wheeler [1] to be
where Ψ R ([r]) is a particle-like wave function for the topological excitation centered at point R = (R, Θ), f (R) a weighting function, and [r] is a set of particle coordinates. For continuous 2D media the angular dependence of the weighting function follows immediately from the cylindrical symmetry of the system, so,
with l being the angular momentum. By varying the weighting function to minimize the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
one obtains an integral equation for f (R),
where the kernel is
where we have made use of matrix elements of Hamiltonian, and overlap integral S(R ′ , R). The kernel K(R ′ , R) may be considered as an effective transfer (hopping) integral for quasiparticle transfer between R ′ and R sites.
Below we calculate this quantity for quantized skyrmion being peculiar topological defect described in the framework of the coherent state approximation.
Skyrmions are general static solutions of 2D Heisenberg ferromagnet with isotropic spin-Hamiltonian
obtained by Belavin and Polyakov [2] from classical nonlinear sigma model. A renewed interest to these unconventional spin textures is stimulated by high-T c problem in doped quasi-2D-cuprates and quantum Hall effect. The spin distribution within classical skyrmion is given as follows
In terms of the stereographic variables the skyrmion with radius λ and phase ϕ 0 centered at a point z 0 is identified with spin distribution w(z) = Λ z−z 0 , where z = x + iy = re iϕ is a point in the complex plane, Λ = λe iθ , and characterized by three modes: translational z 0 -mode, "rotational" θ-mode and "dilatational" λ-mode. Each of them corresponds to certain symmetry of the classical skyrmion configuration. For example, θ-mode corresponds to combination of rotational symmetry and internal U(1) transformation. The simplest wave function of the spin system, which corresponds to classical skyrmion, is a product of spin coherent states [3] . In case of spin s = 1
where θ i = arccos
Coherent state implies a maximal equivalence to classical state with minimal uncertainty of spin components.
Classical skyrmions with different phases and radia have equal energy. Nevertheless, stationary state of quantum skyrmion is not a superposition of states with different phase and radius [4] and has a certain distinct value of λ.
In our recent paper [5] it has been obtained an analytical expression for overlap integral of skyrmion states
if R 12 < 2λ or
if R 12 > 2λ. Here one introduces a quantity
being area of a sector skyrmion covers while moving in the plane, a is a lattice parameter. Skyrmion, having wandered closed contour on the plane, acquires the phase 4π ∆ 12 a 2 , that is each spin lying inside the contour contributes 4π into the total phase of the skyrmion, so its motion appears to be likely the motion of a charged particle in magnetic field [6, 7, 8] . Extending this analogy one may introduce the effective magnetic length d = ( 4πS a 2 ) − 1 2 . Note the dependence of the phase factor in the overlap integral on the origin of the vectors R 1 , R 2 . It should be noted that for large separation R 12 ≫ λ the R dependence of the overlap integral obeys the power law
Hopping integral for stiff quantum skyrmion
One of the main goals of the paper is a calculation of the nondiagonal matrix element of the Hamiltonian (4)
, between the states of quantum skyrmions, located at points R 1 and R 2 , respectively, or transfer integral, likely being the principal quantity defining the quasiparticle motion of this topological defect.
We use approximation of "stiff" skyrmions, which takes no account of internal skyrmion quantum fluctuations and is closely related to classical limit. Making use of the coherent states (6) we write out the appropriate matrix element as follows:
(9) For the spin coherent states the following relations exist [9] :
Taking account of the spin distribution in the skyrmion we write out the matrix element addressed as follows
Below we are going to find the limit of the right hand side when a → 0 with the constant a of lattice assumed to be square. To do it one has to make expansion in lattice constant a and to keep the three first terms, then to turn the sum into integral. The first (zero order in a) term in the expansion, as it is easy to see, is simply the ground state energy. The linear in a term in the expansion is zero due to the inversion symmetry. So, one has to define the second order term for a given site i. To make it let consider firstly the matrix element of the "nondiagonal" term Σ b S + i S − i+b with summation restricted by nearest neighbors. It is equal to
(12) Second derivative from first and second term in (12) when a → 0 is equal to
Second derivative from third and fourth term in (12) is
After summing all the terms we get rather simple final expression for the second order term in a
Similarly, for the contribution of the "diagonal" term
Finally, the total second order term in a in the matrix element for
While coming to the limit a → 0 the summation in (11) is replaced by the integration, and this term results in a nonvanishing contribution to the transfer integral:
where E 0 is a ground state energy of spin system. An angular integral is given by following expression
where the complex root has positive real part. When R 12 < 2λ we finally obtain for the transfer integral
As
, and this is the classical skyrmion energy. The structure of the transfer integral H(R 1 , R 2 ) is such, that its contribution to the effective hopping integral (3) K(R 1 , R 2 ) at R 12 < 2λ is exactly compensated by the overlap contribution. Thus, effective hopping integral for the "stiff" skyrmion is zero for distances R 12 < 2λ. When R 12 > 2λ, the integral (13) contains two singular points and, respectively, it is ill-defined in that region. To avoid the contribution from these points and obtain result independent of choice of coordinates we calculate its principal value, that is remove the contribution of points, that lie inside the circles of small radius ǫ with centers in singular points. To this end we divide the plane into two equal parts drawing the border between halfplanes at the middle of the line connecting two singular points. The value of integral (13) is twice the value of integral over halfplane. Integral (13) being represented as halfplane integral in coordinate system with center in singular point takes the form
is a half-separation between singular points. It is easy to see that last term in (15) is zero as angular integral is zero no matter what the value of r is. Then,
.
As a result, we obtain the following radial integral 
which after partial integration takes the form
Thus, it appears that the effective hopping integral is nonzero in this regime and its value is simply proportional to the overlap integral. So, the final result for effective hopping integral is
where θ(R 12 − 2λ) = 1, if R 12 > 2λ 0, otherwise , and S(R 1 , R 2 ) is given by expressions (7), (8) .
Thus, one might conclude that the skyrmion hopping is restricted by distances larger than 2λ. The nonzero effective hopping integral for distances larger than 2λ allows to lower skyrmion energy by construction of appropriate combination of skyrmion states centered at different points of lattice and having definite value of angular moment. Energy of these states will depend on the value of the angular moment and on number of the levels as it is the case for the Landau levels in magnetic field.
We hope this result may be applicable for the case of antiferromagnet, where the Berry phase is absent and the translationally invariant states with the definite momentum may be constructed. In this case it is easy to see that these states should have a quasiparticle dispersion.
The states considered have definite phase and radius. In fact phase and radius can not be treated separately as radius is determined by spin of the skyrmion and spin in turn is canonically conjugate to the phase. It is easy to show that states of definite phase and radius are not mixed by the Hamiltonian. This is related to the fact that we deal with the skyrmion of charge q = 1, which has infinite spin. As the spin and phase operators do not commute, the spin must have infinite value for the phase to be definite. In the case of higher topological charges there would be mixing of the states with different phases and radius. The similar conclusions were drawn by Stern [4] .
We think that a more deep treatment of quantum effect renormalizing skyrmion energy will result in nonzero transfer integral for arbitrary R 12 . Note the transfer integral has the negative sign as must be the case.
We would like to notice that similar issues were considered in the paper [10] by Schliemann and Mertens where it was shown that in the framework of the spin coherent state approximation, and in first order in Planck constant the skyrmion energy does not renormalized by quantum effects.
Orbital motion of skyrmions. Small and big orbital l-skyrmions
Making use of the above derived results we may exploit particular analogy between skyrmion and particle in zero Landau level to construct a subset of orthogonal states with definite value of orbital momentum, or l-skyrmions. Consider firstly the following orbital skyrmionic modes being linear combinations of single skyrmion states Ψ sk
where Ψ sk R exp (iΘ) is a single skyrmion state centered at the point Z = R exp (iΘ). Below, we will distinguish small and big l-skyrmions depending on whether R < λ or R > λ, respectively.
Small orbital l-skyrmions
It seems, any two equally centered Ψ sk l (R 1 ) and Ψ sk l (R 2 ) states with commonly different R 1 < λ and R 2 < λ, but the same orbital momentum l are linearly dependent. Indeed, for small l-skyrmions one might use a simple Gaussian form (7) for the overlap integral of single skyrmionic states, so the corresponding unnormalized overlap integral is given by a rather simple analytical expression
(20) It is easy to see that after normalization the overlap integral for two l-skyrmions with different R 1 and R 2
does not depend on R 1 , R 2 at all, which means at least that the corresponding functions are not independent. So, these states are distinguished by a single quantum number l which is an orbital momentum and are degenerate in energy in full analogy with a zero Landau level. It should be emphasized that for "l-skyrmion" Ψ sk l (R) with R < λ the orbital moment is restricted by non-negative values l ≥ 0, due to the definite sign of the Berry phase in the overlap integral for single skyrmion. To describe a spatial distribution of a "single skyrmionic (quasiparticle) density" for the orbital l-skyrmion Ψ l one might use an overlap integral of the orbital state (19) with the simple skyrmion state in the point z = r exp iθ which has a rather simple form for r < λ
that with account for normalization conditions gives the quantity
which does not depend at all on R value. This distribution function has maximum at r = r l , where
so, the orbital momentum l defines the characteristic "orbital area" πr 2 l measured in terms of a "flux quantum" a 2 2S . This relation looks like a specific quantization condition for the "orbital area". The r l value defined by expression (23) may be called as a characteristic "internal" radius of the Ψ l (R) orbital states which magnitude does not depend on R value. One should note that for "s-skyrmion" r 0 = 0 as it should be for typical quasiparticle orbital s-states.
Actually, the maximal value of orbital momentum for the small l-skyrmion is restricted by the size of the bare skyrmion and, in general, can not be more than l λ , because of the number of translational degrees of freedom is restricted by the "skyrmionic area" πλ 2 .
Quantum spin contraction for small radius l-skyrmions
Spin distribution in the puzzling "l-skyrmionic" Ψ l (R) states with small R < λ can also be shown to be independent on radius R. Besides, the corresponding spin texture is characterized by a quantum spin contraction, that is the mean spin length is less than S. It can be calculated with making use of relations (10) , so that we have for the spin averages
where z 1 = r exp iθ 1 , z 2 = r exp iθ 2 are locations of distinct skyrmion states on the circle of radius r,
is a normalization integral. Introducing complex variablesź 1 = exp(iθ 1 ),ź 2 = exp(−iθ 2 ) and taking integral inź 1 , and then inź 2 we obtain
This is an exact expression as integrals in (25) have no other poles but those of (l + 1)-order inź 1 = 0 andź 2 = 0, as long as r < l. For the S z we have a similar expression
]. (26) Surprisingly, for the case l = 0 we obtain the same spin distribution as in the simple single skyrmion state. In other words, in the framework of a classical approach the s-skyrmion is equivalent to a single skyrmion. For the "p-skyrmion" with l = 1 the straightforward calculation gives
where all values are measured in lattice constant. Here, we deal with a spin length contraction, compared with the case of classical skyrmion, specified by an universal function of skyrmion radius and
Increasing the skyrmion radius entails decreasing the spin contraction. Minimal spin contraction takes place for big r's and λ's, while the maximal spin contraction does in the center of the spin texture for small λ's. Interestingly, that for small skyrmion with λ = 2d the effective spin length in the core of the orbital p-skyrmion turns to zero: S(r = 0) = 0. However, as it is easy to see for very small bare skyrmions with λ ≪ d the expression (27) leads to unphysical results. Indeed, the continuous approximation used above appears to be irrelevant for small skyrmions with radius λ less than the effective magnetic length d.
The case l > 1 can not be represented in the simple form like (27), however, with increase of l the value of spin contraction in the center of spin distribution also increases. It should be noted, that for the orbital skyrmions with l = l λ = 2πλ 2 S a 2 = λ 2 2d 2 (which is just a ratio of "skyrmionic area" πλ 2 to the area corresponding to the quantum of flux a 2 2S ), the mean spin length in the center of spin distribution turns to zero, that is the spin contraction appears to be maximal. This is due to the fact that at l = l λ the characteristic internal radius r l=l λ of the Ψ l λ orbital skyrmion defined by expression (23) coincides with skyrmion radius λ, so in the l λ -skyrmion core we deal with a superposition of vectors with zero z-projection and all possible phases.
Big radius orbital skyrmions. Positive and negative orbital momenta
Above we addressed to the particular type of the small orbital lskyrmion with bare radius R < λ. In such a case an overlap integral of the orbital state (19) with a simple skyrmion state centered at the point z = r exp iθ given r < λ is nonzero only for positive l. Interestingly to note that the situation appears to be more complicated for big l-skyrmions, or skyrmionic orbital motion with bare radius R > λ. Unfortunately, in this case we cannot make use of advantages provided by a simple Gaussian form for the overlap integral of single skyrmionic states available only for R 12 < 2λ (see (7) ). For particular case | R − r |>> λ, 2πSrR a 2 >> l given not very big l values the following expression could be obtained
As we see the orbital motion with big bare radius acquires some unconventional properties compared to the case of "small orbits".
First of all, one should note an appearance both of positive and negative l values with S −l sk (r, R) = (−1) l S l sk (r, R), that distinguishes the motion of big l-skyrmion from that of the charge particle in a magnetic field. Both types of orbital skyrmions represent very interesting objects for further investigations.
Conclusions
Making use of the coherent state approximation allows to obtain an analytical form for an effective hopping integral for single stiff Belavin-Polyakov skyrmion in 2D isotropic ferromagnet. It appears, the skyrmion hopping is restricted by distances larger than its effective diameter, thus resulting in a very unusual quasiparticle properties. We introduce two types of orbital skyrmionic modes, the small and big l-skyrmions, respectively. For the former it is found both the spatial distribution of a single skyrmionic density, and the mean spin density distribution. The small l-skyrmions with nonzero orbital momentum are characterized by a strong quantum spin contraction effect. Translational symmetry of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian and topological Berry phase in overlap integral implies that there exists highly degenerate set of skyrmion states in analogy with a zero Landau level. Based on the calculated expression for the transfer integral of the skyrmion we confirm existence of this highly degenerate set but its degeneracy is defined by skyrmion radius and not by a size of the system. It is obvious that the energy of the above addressed small lskyrmion states with bare radius R < λ is always equal to the classical single skyrmion energy independently of R value. However, by forming the appropriate combinations of single skyrmion states centered at different space points the energy of the classical state can be lowered. Addressing for example the combinations of two different states with separation between them more than 2λ we obtain usual bonding and antibonding states. Energy of such a bonding state is 4S 2 Jπ 1− | S 12 (R) | and has a minimum at R 12 = 2λ. This implies that skyrmion states prefer to be separated a distance 2λ from each other to lower the energy. Naturally, that the account for the orbital skyrmions with rather big bare radius R > λ, and their interaction with small orbital skyrmions having the same orbital momentum will result in a complex skyrmionic energy spectrum, which analysis is a challenge for a further study.
A further elaboration of the quasiparticle approach to skyrmions implies a detailed description of the internal structure of the orbital skyrmions without any constraint on its bare radius, and realization of variational procedure [11] . An appropriate work is in progress.
